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Editor's Notes
A persistent upthrust of green stalks time, our social taboos of privacy are
pushes to unfold into daffodils, nar flouted by despots who seduce us when
cissus and petite grape hyacinth in the it is convenient, or seize from us when it
parks of our great cities. Crocus are an is expedient.
overnight miracle of gold and purple at
Our despot is the computer. It has
suburban doorsteps; we leave them promised the good life, the efficient
reluctantly as we hurry off to work and world, and the promise has come true
the fresh morning air fills us with zest in for thousands and thousands of our
stead of shivvery shudders. After the senior citizens whose social security
worst winter in our national history the checks appear with predictable regular
sun again warms the earth.
ity on the third day of each month. Other
In the perennial greening we see, or thousands of clerical workers around
choose to see, only a renewal of life’s the world have been freed from tedious,
loveliness. Yet immortality is seeded repetitive slavery with figures. It has not
within the strangler fig as well, and the been an unadulterated ecstasy, though.
hatchlings of hawks will have the same The computer proposition does have its
predatory eyesight as their forebears. We rough edges, including those never
can accept the balance and purpose for ending subscription reminders and the
everything, even the snake, in the relentless efficiency of the Internal
ecological Garden of Eden but in the Revenue Service. Nevertheless, it has
terrain of our own society we find some been a seductive process and before long
threats that are too close, too personal, we found that our seducer had not only
and as fiercely menacing as they are the key to our dividend checks but also
renascent. We steadfastly resist, for in the key to our bank account, to our
stance, everything that encroaches on medical records, and to the very closet
our own dignity. A case in point is the where we keep the family skeleton. The
computer data bank knows all. And the
invasion of our privacy.
Traditionally our home has been our computer data bank can tell all that it
castle, sacrosanct and inviolate, and un knows, in total defiance of every
til recently the data about our bank professional/client confidentiality.
It is an old, old trick, spying on the
balances and our income has been ac
corded the same privilege of privacy as citizenry. An ageless grotto, cool and
our homes. Generations of people have deeply mysterious, looks out on the
looked out from secure thresholds each hillside near Siracusa in Sicily. There,
Springtime at a recurrence of blooms the whispered secret sinks into stone
along the paths to their doorways, but walls of the cavern but slyly emerges in a
just as surely as neglected flowers can be perfect echo at the hilltop sixty feet
suffocated by weeds so, from time to above and out of hearing of the
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whisperers below. Dionysius, the very
prototype of the tyrant, imprisoned his
political foes in that deep grotto and
then listened up top to what they said to
each other. He did not need the allseeing eyes of the computer scanner. He
had the Ear of Dionysius.
The temptation to spy is as perennial
as the thistle or the poison ivy, and the
facility of computers to spill out their in
formation is just as frightening as that
treacherous Sicilian grotto. To stem the
danger, at least partly, the Privacy Act
of 1974 precluded the damaging, in
discriminate outflow of information
stored in the computers of federal
government agencies. It established the
agencies as guardians and made them
responsible for the integrity and the
security of the data in their files.
“Privacy is a bipartisan cause,” said
President Ford. It is also a cause that ex
tends well beyond the banks of the
Potomac and into the domain of state
and sub-state agencies. One by one they
are developing legislation to nurture
that cause, and compliance with the
emerging laws will be very costly for
data processors regardless of whether
they are processing medical records or
accounting data. The article that follows
details some of the inherent costs and
problems. They will give pause to even
the most intrepid processors, but ignor
ing the threat to privacy would be even
more expensive both in money damages
and in the assault on human dignity.
Privacy is one of our implied freedoms,
and it will be preserved.
Under the sunlit skies of this so
welcome Spring we observe the
blossoming of our technological age and
note that, with luck, we can escape the
Orwellian fate. The year is very close to
1984 but we are not, nor are we apt to be,
enslaved by abusive use of the dossiers
of information that our computers can
collect. The threat existed once, but it is
being controlled. The garden is being
weeded and we can look to another
Springtime of growth.

